They also questioned "the purpose of St. Mary's College. Is it to educate women in a Christian environment or to feed the Sisters of the Holy Cross?"

"I've been at this college for a year and a half," Miss Rogers said, in a question-and-answer session after the announcement withdrawal, "and I don't feel I've got an education here."

"The nuts are so wrapped up in their own little entity here at St. Mary's that students have become superficial," she charged.

Miss Mack voiced agreement with the charges, contending that "the most important things we could have done next year were in the field of Academics, and Student Government can't touch Academics."

In their statement, the three argued that "The Trustees and Administrations can battle for years over their financial positions, but the education of the women here should not be left to speculation. Due to the way the administration has handled the merger, even biology and chemistry, which are among the strongest programs, are in danger of deteriorating to the degree which such other departments as political science, psychology, and business have."

Miss Rogers refused to endorse either of the two remaining SSB candidates for the election scheduled tomorrow. She urged her supporters to "examine the issues, examine their situations," before deciding whether to vote for or against Miss Rogers said that she herself would not vote.

Representation on both the Executive and full board of trustees. For more active voice in the academic affairs of St. Mary's, Miss Fitzpatrick advanced the possibility of placing students on the board of trustees. For more active voice in the academic area as well."

"We are seriously questioning," they continued in their statement, "whether or not Student Government is really much more than a requirement for accreditation. It appears to be merely that. We cite the degree of effectiveness the Student Body faced during the December merger crisis. These are officers whose commitment is to the Student Body, but the administration's response has been to sit below the belt; the Student Body has refused to sink to that level."

The three, who had entered the race only a week ago, contended in a statement they released at a press conference last night that "we are protecting our investment, our futures, and this protection does not allow us to pursue the positions of Student Body President. Vice President, and Student Affairs Commissioner."

The trio claimed that "Student Government is an incredibly embarrassing impostant in effecting substantial changes in the academic policies of St. Mary's."

"We are seriously questioning," they continued, "whether or not Student Government is really much more than a requirement for accreditation. It appears to be merely that. We cite the degree of effectiveness Student Body faced during the December merger crisis. These are officers whose commitment is to the Student Body, but the administration's response has been to sit below the belt; the Student Body has refused to sink to that level."

"The women's voice should be heard in all areas," Miss Fitzpatrick stated. Enumerating on this point, she emphasized student representation on both the Executive and full board of trustees. For more active voice in the academic affairs of St. Mary's, Miss Fitzpatrick advanced the possibility of placing students on the Rank and Tenure and Hiring committees.

In further support of student action within the existing structures, Ms. Orr emphasized the use of the Apellate Board. As set up in the Student Procedures, a student who feels she has been subject to unfair grading procedures or party to unjust administrative decisions, may appeal the action to the board. The board's decision will settle the issue.

"The Apellate Board actively can give us a way to reorganize administrators and make them accountable for their actions," Ms. Fitzpatrick added.

Fitzpatrick and Orr also recognize a need for a change in the present social atmosphere.

SBP candidates Eileen Fitzpatrick and Mary Orr challenged their only remaining opponents, Jean Seymour and Sue Welte to a formal debate last night.

Seymour and Welte declined the challenge, contending that students and administrations can battle for years over their financial positions, but the education of the women here should not be left to speculation. Due to the way the administration has handled the merger, even biology and chemistry, which are among the strongest programs, are in danger of deteriorating to the degree which such other departments as political science, psychology, and business have.

Miss Rogers refused to endorse either of the two remaining SSB candidates for the election scheduled tomorrow. She urged her supporters to "examine the issues, examine their situations," before deciding whether to vote for or against. Miss Rogers said that she herself would not vote.

SBP candidates Eileen Fitzpatrick and Mary Orr challenged their only remaining opponents, Jean Seymour and Sue Welte to a formal debate last night.

Seymour and Welte declined the challenge, contending that students and administrations can battle for years over their financial positions, but the education of the women here should not be left to speculation. Due to the way the administration has handled the merger, even biology and chemistry, which are among the strongest programs, are in danger of deteriorating to the degree which such other departments as political science, psychology, and business have.

Miss Rogers refused to endorse either of the two remaining SSB candidates for the election scheduled tomorrow. She urged her supporters to "examine the issues, examine their situations," before deciding whether to vote for or against. Miss Rogers said that she herself would not vote.

"The women's voice should be heard in all areas," Miss Fitzpatrick stated. Enumerating on this point, she emphasized student representation on both the Executive and full board of trustees. For more active voice in the academic affairs of St. Mary's, Miss Fitzpatrick advanced the possibility of placing students on the Rank and Tenure and Hiring committees.

In further support of student action within the existing structures, Ms. Orr emphasized the use of the Apellate Board. As set up in the Student Procedures, a student who feels she has been subject to unfair grading procedures or party to unjust administrative decisions, may appeal the action to the board. The board's decision will settle the issue.

"The Apellate Board actively can give us a way to reorganize administrators and make them accountable for their actions," Ms. Fitzpatrick added.

Fitzpatrick and Orr also recognize a need for a change in the present social atmosphere.
Higgins presents coalition platform in Sorin

by Dan Hogler

"I've been a part of the decision-making process here at Notre Dame. And I've been frustrated as I saw how my opinion, which might have made a difference, was neglected," said Bob Higgins, candidate for Student Body President, as he continued his campaign in Sorin Hall.

The candidate also went to Breen-Philips and Walsh on a door-to-door basis, and spoke to gatherings of students at Grace, Fisher and Lyons, among others. Higgins reiterated much of what he and his running mate, Ron Pogue, had said in their platform release, entitled "Why Pogue-Why they're different?"

UnCandidate Cat voted ineligible

The Notre Dame Election Board, in a heated meeting last Friday, voted four to two to eliminate Bob Kersten's Vice- Presidential candidate, UnCandidate, the Cat, from the Ballot.

The Board did allow the name of UnCandidate's spokesman, Ed Gray, to appear under the Prime Mover, however.

Stay Senator Jim Clarke raised the protest, contending that UnCandidate was not a duly registered Notre Dame student. Kersten brought a copy of UnCandidate's Student Identification (see picture, right) to the Election Board meeting, but the Board found the identification invalid.

Joan Clarke, in the vote was Stay Senator Don Patrick, Student Body President John Barrett, and Student Body Vice-President Orlando Roderiguez. Stay Senators Bob Sauer and T.C. Tremor voted to allow UnCandidate to run.

In other Election Board Business, the Board determined the order of candidate's appearance by drawing names out of a silk hat. The ballot, from top to bottom, will read: Joe Schlomer-Lincoln Solitude; Mike Cunningham-John Voll; Gary Carus-Bob Long; Bob Higgins-Ron Pogue; Chuck Lukon-Walter Spak; Dennis Thomas-Mike Reimers; Paul Intenzo-Sherrod; Floyd Kereke-Milt Jones; Bob Kersten-Ed Gray; none of the above.

The Board also decided to allow all petitions which, due to an error in their construction, had only ninety-nine of the required one hundred signatures printed on them.

Prof. Chubb to lecture

Professor Jehangir N. Chubb, of Case Western Reserve University, will lecture at Indiana University at South Bend at 8 p.m. Monday, February 28th.

The topic of his lecture will be "Sri Aurobindo-The Fulfillment of Hinduism."

The lecture is sponsored by the Philosophy Department and the Office of Continuing Education at IUS. It is free and open to the public.

Professor Chubb holds the D. Phil. degree from the University of Oxford and the University. He is a former professor and head of the Department of philosophy in the Maharashatra Education Service.

DAMOND IMPORT COMPANY

The Ultimate in Diamonds

3 AMORAL AFFAIR

3 beautiful women share their talents

The Observer is published daily during the college semester except vacations by the students of the University of Notre Dame and St. Mary's College. Subscriptions may be purchased for $18 per semester from The Observer, Box 9, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556, second class postage paid, Notre Dame, Ind. 46556.
SUNDAY 8:00 P.M. MARCH 5th NOTRE DAME ATHLETIC & CONVENTION CENTER
IN PERSON ANDY WILLIAMS HENRY MANCINI
The New Sounds of the 70's WITH 40-PIECE ORCHESTRA
Ticket Prices:
Blinders $3.00 Lower Seats $5.00 $6.50, $7.50
Some seats $17.50

---

Paul Dziedzic emphasizes student rights

by Jim McDermott

SBP candidate Paul Dziedzic continued to stress the election theme of student rights and responsibilities in room-to-room campaigning in Badin Hall last night.

Dziedzic emphasized that the student body must start to regard issues such as parietals or co-ed housing as matters of conviction, not of convenience. "Student government must look to students to see how far we are committed to rights and responsibilities," he asserted.

Student apathy was another issue that Dziedzic discussed during the evening. Students in every hall cared about the problems of the school, but had no idea what others felt. "People assume that the others are apathetic, but they're not. Everyone is in the dark with respect to what others think," Dziedzic claimed.

Dziedzic plans to revamp the present student government structure to counteract this problem. The Senate will be abolished and a Forum will be established with all section leaders and hall presidents as members. This Forum will meet monthly to discuss problems that have been discussed in the halls and sections, and seek to establish a mandate for action. Individual hall delegations would then have to determine that their hall wants an issue. The delegation would then select several of its members to serve on a legislative assembly, with a "mandate for action."

The assembly would serve the same purpose as the Senate presently does, according to Dziedzic. It would have a much better basis since the Forum would meet every month, and the membership on the assembly would be rotating among the members of the hall delegation, it would be more accountable to the residents of the hall, Dziedzic said.

Beyond the structure of the government, Dziedzic explained the methods that he would use to establish a mandate for action. "I do believe that economic pressure on the university would be the most effective. Boycotts of the student body would disrupt the periodic cash flow of the University, but cause no permanent damage," he commented. "I do believe that economic pressure on the university would be the most effective. Boycotts of the student body would disrupt the periodic cash flow of the University, but cause no permanent damage," he commented.

He commented that he would respect someone who had the power of conviction to "turn in his 10 and take a three day suspension for violation of a ridiculous rule." But he did not expect that this would be a viable or necessary alternative to economic or other pressures. Dziedzic attributed many of the problems of the University to intransigence and ignorance of the student body. Since students have not been "challenged to be otherwise," "The students are sexist, racist," he commented, "but not of choice. We have just never been challenged to be otherwise."

---

Caruso, Pogge exchange words in surprise debate

by Joseph Abell

An impromptu debate between SBP candidate Gary Caruso and SBP hopeful Paul Pogge Sunday night brought out sharp differences in platforms on, occasion, sharp tempers.

The debate occurred after Caruso, campaigning in Stanford hall, confronted Pogge, also campaigning, with questions concerning campus-wide deferments.

A sharp tongue debate followed, including discussions of the issues of Caruso's involvement with sophomore cars. Pogge's involvement with Alumni Hall's parietal issue earlier this year, and means of dealing with the Administration.

Caruso charged that the Pogge ticket was afraid to debate the entire student body.

"If you can't back up your platform before the students, how can you back it up before the Administration?" he said.

Pogge replied that a debate that included less than all the candidates at once would be "unfair" to the students.

"Then we should line the candidates up in a row, and have each one of them speak," Caruso said. "I don't care how confusing that might be, at least the students would have a chance to hear them all at once."

A short argument then followed concerning Pogge's stand on parietals in Alumni Hall. A member of Caruso's staff, an Alumni Hall resident, questioned Pogge's stand saying that it was not representative of the hall sentiment.

"I agreed with the Hall Council on that issue," Pogge said. "They did not want to have their parietals, and I supported them."

He also said he would do the same if the student body sentiment went the same way on an issue.

Further debate pointed out the differences of the two candidates' means of dealing with the Administration.

Pogge contended that the best means was through student support. He said that the best means to gain student support was by keeping the students informed throughout the debate.

"That student support can then be used as a tool to force the Administration's hand," he said.

Caruso claimed that the University was "image conscious," and that the only way to confront the Administration was to use national media to show "just what Notre Dame is like."

"All we have to do is to threaten to call in NBC or CBS and the University will go along with us," he said.

---

PLACEMENT BUREAU

Job interviews are open to Notre Dame and St. Mary's seniors and graduate students. Any who intend to participate in the interviews must have a completed registration form on file at the Placement Bureau, Room 223, Main Building.

LOOKING FOR HALF HOUR INTERVIEWS will be available Monday, February 26, in Room 201, Main Building. Select two own time and sign your name. Room 201 will be open 8:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m., Monday through Thursday.

EMPLOYER LITERATURE is available on the lower shelves in Room 207. Take a copy to read and study. Consult the Placement Manual for additional information regarding Placement Bureau interviews.

March 6

DAYTON'S, Retail Department Store. BBA and MBA. Merchandising Asst. Minneapolis, Minn. Citizenship required.

KANSAS CITY LIFE INS. CO. BBA or MBA. Candidate EDP Division. Chicago, Illinois. Citizenship required.

KRAFCHIO. MBA.

NATIONAL BANK OF DETROIT. BBA for Branch Management. MBA for Commercial Loan Analyst.

SCOTT PAPER CO. BBA or MBA.

KANSAS CITY LIFE INS. CO. BBA or MA. Candidate EDP Division. Chicago-Northern Indiana. Citizenship required.

NATIONAL BANK OF DETROIT. Lib. Arts for Branch Management.


KANSAS CITY LIFE INS. CO. All Engineering graduates. Candidate EDP Division. Chicago-Northern Indiana. Citizenship required.

KANSAS CITY LIFE INSURANCE CO. All Science majors. Candidate EDP Division. Chicago-Northern Indiana. Citizenship required.

March 7

METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE CO. MBA

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION. All BBA for Management Trainee.

INDIANA BELL. BBA in Mgt., Fin. and MKT. Students interested in other Bell System Companies, may leave resume or College Interview Form at Placement Office.

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION. Lib. Arts for Realty, Supply, Transportation Records and Property Fields.

FARM INSURANCE COS. Cancelled.

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION. B. of Arch. BS. MS in E.E., M.E. and C.E.

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT DIV. BS, MS in A.E. and M.E. (Positions available in Center near West Farm Branch, FLA, in addition to East Hartford location.)

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT. B.S., M.S. in Math. Cancelled.

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES. BS. MS in Math.

INDIANA BELL TELEPHONE CO. BS in Math. (Students interested in other Bell System Companies, may leave resume or College Interview Form at Placement Office.)

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES. BS, MS in E.E. and M.E. Engr. Sc. (Students interested in other Bell System Companies may leave resume or College Interview Form at Placement Office.)

March 8

WHEELING PITTSBURGH STEEL. Cancelled.

CONNECTICUT GENERAL LIFE INSURANCE CO. BBA or MBA.

FOSTER FORBES GLASS CO. Glass containers. BBA in Marketing. Sales. Chicago, Detroit, or other as openings arise. Citizenship required.

KAUFMANN'S. CANCELLED.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE ALL BBA. New York City. Citizenship required.

THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE CO. All BBA.

AYR WAY STORES. BBA and MBA.

CONNECTICUT GENERAL LIFE INSURANCE CO. Lib. Arts.

FOSTER FORBES GLASS CO. GLASS CONTAINERS. Lib. Arts. Salinan, Chicago, Detroit or other as openings arise. Citizenship required.

KAUFMANN'S. CANCELLED.

TRAVELERS INSURANCE CO. LIB. ARTS.

THE IMPERIAL CORP. CANCELLED.

THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE COMPANY, B.S in Math.

MARKETPLACE BUREAU

AYR WAY STORES. B.S. in M.E.O.

CONNECTICUT MUTUAL LIFE INS. CO. All Science majors.

CONNECTICUT MUTUAL LIFE INS. CO. Lib. Arts.


P&N & BRADSTREET INC. All BBA.

The endorsements - Seymour-Welte

There is only one ticket at St. Mary's. There are only two people who even begin to understand the distinction between problems unique to SMC and problems in which both campuses have a stake. There are only two people with the expertise and sophistication which student government demands. There are only two people who understand the effective use of student power. The Observer endorses Jean Seymour and Sue Welte for the offices of SSB and SBVP at St. Mary's.

Seymour and Welte understand that student interests are advanced neither by petty factionalism nor by depriving students of the information necessary to make independent rational decisions. There are only two ways to build student power into effective action: 1) Build an informed student body, and 2) Ally with other segments of the college such as sympathetic faculty. From this base and only from this base can the student causes be advanced. Clearly, this is the most effective approach. Even more clearly, Jean Seymour and Sue Welte alone understand this approach.

Dziedzic-Sherrod

Notre Dame does not face as easy a situation as does St. Mary's. There are nine men running for Student Body President here, and several of them present impressive credentials. Among the nine, however, one man stands out with varied experience, innovative ideas, and a consciousness of the problems that will confront Notre Dame in the coming year. Paul Dziedzic is the man who shows the most ability to be President in the next year.

The Student body in the past year has been condemned for its apathy, the student government for its inaction, and the administration for its paternalism. Dziedzic recognizes these problems, and has presented the best plan to institute changes needed. His platform seemed confusing; I've seen better-written jobs myself. But put the same guy in the pipe. Cunningham, Caruso, who's been impressive but has his past to contend with; Luken, who's worn himself out and gets weaker every day; Schlosser, his platform seems confusing; I've seen better-written jobs myself. His organization's still messy; he lacks hall captains in a couple of halls.

Bob Kersten - the prime mover who runs with his cat - is the man Kersten will have to edge out to make the runoffs. Kersten has done extremely well in every poll anyone has taken this year - I have here included the polls the candidates themselves take. But a telephone call is different from the real thing. Try it yourself. Make a random call; ask who the guy's voting for. Eventually you'll hear the guy say, "Kersten, Kersten, yeah!" But put the same guy in the privacy of his own corner of the hall, ballot and pencil in hand. He'll start thinking about Student Union and LaFortune dances and football weekend and his $16.00 activities fee, and it's my guess that the Prime-Mover's vote will go out the window.

After that it may trail off, unless Higgins pulls a biggie on Monday night. The only thing that could have gone wrong with well-organized campaigns did; he couldn't come across well in the halls. His platform seemed confusing; I've seen better-written jobs myself. His organization is still poten, but it now looks as though he will take the pipe.

For spare's sake, I'll give the rest of my predictions in order: Caruso, who's been impressive but has his past to contend with; Loken, who's worn himself out and gets weaker every day; Schlosser, whose mixed-media campaign has entertained but not convinced; Cunningham, who'll take Dillon and nowhere else; and Thomas, who may not even get his running mate. None of the Above won't make a splash.

Oh - and at St. Mary's, Seymour and Welte in a cakewalk.

The new season opens

Predictions

The last hurrah of the hon. Maureen Rogers yesterday evening was bashed in a rather sad light. In her conference, Miss Rogers, in many ways the most articulate candidate going on either campus, concluded that St. Mary's was no place to be Student Body President or, even be a part of. She had seen three departments at breakdown time and was seeing two more breaking down because of the merger.

And in a larger sense, despite mumbled pieties (The Merger is Going On! she saw a whole College at breakdown time. She found an administration secretive, dishonest, and unconcerned about the student body. And she found Sister Alma - God bless her Grandmother, oh-defended health - O'Table Annette Annette and her colleagues the information they had a right to know - the details about the merger at breakdown time - because she thought the students were too young or too stupid to understand them.

So - the inevitable conclusion. Miss Rogers is going to try to get into Notre Dame; if she can't she'll go somewhere else. Yet you can't fault her; it wasn't anything viable that she was abandoning. You just kind of sit back and sigh. St. Mary's loses one more intelligent and talented student. Alas. So it goes.

To less galling things: The curious slowdown of the Higgins candidacy plus some fortuitous endorsements has placed the most hon. Maureen Rogers on the top of this year's mad scramble for SBVP. There's just one night of flaming to go, and the trailers are going to have to come on strong if they are going to bump themselves into the runoff. The chief intellect of one of the camps suggested that the first-ballot leader will get less than 30 per cent; I tend to agree with him. If Dziedzic can avoid any more commode-flushing statements it looks like we will be sitting on top of the nine-man field, after that it gets even more heated.

This election, incidentally, isn't working out like it was supposed to. At all. Nobody's pulled away - a madman in a crown leads the field in the polls. Nor has it worked out like any other election since the time that Murphy-O'Dea-Massinina brohumm of '67 in which more than two candidates were strong.

Now for the rest of the field, as it looks the last time around:

Marginal pick: SLC rep Floyd Keesee to make the runoffs - barely. By and large, he's impressed people; although he and his running mate have both been made uncomfortable - Keesee by Carus's largely false charges and Jendryt's insinuations. The Observer believes that Paul Dziedzic is the man to lead this movement to sit back and sigh. Seymour and Sue Welte for the offices of SSB and SBVP, but the student body in the past year has been condemned for its apathy, the student government for its inaction, and the administration for its paternalism. Dziedzic recognizes these problems, and has presented the best plan to institute changes needed. His platform seemed confusing; I've seen better-written jobs myself. His organization's still messy; he lacks hall captains in a couple of halls.
JOE SCHLOSSER
running mate: Lincoln Soldati
year: Junior
previous elective positions: none
previous appointive positions: none
platform:
Proposes to "act for student rights, for self-determination, and for liberation." Says he wants education at Notre Dame to "facilitate the year for a more open-minded, independent, self-determined human being." Also says he seeks to "create an exciting cultural atmosphere." Says he will "provide time, space, information and funds to the thousands of groups throughout the nation who are active in their own areas." Support: "Music sessions, poetry readings, crafts workshops - student initiated, student coordinated, or sponsored."

MIKE CUNNINGHAM
running mate: Jon Vell
year: Junior
previous elective positions: none
previous appointive positions: none
platform:
Proposes to "regain confidence in Student Government by "surpassing basic student needs and goals." "Contacts the most basic need centers around social life." Proposes a "student entertaining center," a "gala" of a party, an "afternoon," a "highlight," a "flower show," a "national thought," a "musical," a "movie," a "festival," and "assorted" not-mentioned-elsewhere activities; wants to "provide concerts, poetry readings, crafts workshops - student initiated, student coordinated, or sponsored."

GARY CARUSO
running mate: Rob Lang
year: Junior
previous elective positions: member, SAC student assembly; previous appointive positions: Senior and Class Executive Coordinators; member of Strike Publicity Committee; Co-Ex dining director platform:
Would "back Alumni Hall residents unconditionally in their stand for no hours in pub. Get the ACC back for the Student's Union. Immediate merger; Hills University in" ventil-um on "student action."
lated: "Initiative for change is a student action and an issue; research it and present the students with the facts."

PAUL DZIEDZIC
running mate: Mike Sherrod
year: Junior
previous elective positions: none
previous appointive positions: Campus Ombudsman platform:
Wants to "Challenge the student body," says he will "kick ass where there is fat ass" and that includes the students." Wants to turn legislative body out of all the halls presidents, all the section houses and all of campus representatives. "Politics of conviction." Confronts a valid attack "when the Administration decides to change the decision regarding the students, or when we are not a part of the decision making process," "inert building committees" to recruit a "committed minority woman."

FLOYD KEZELE
running mate: Milt Jones
year: Junior
previous elective positions: SLC Towers representative (two terms); Vice Chairman of SLC; previous appointive positions: none
platform:
Pledges to "open up" Student Government to the students; would submit new constitution which would "give the student body president more time to open with the students," would raise student activity fee $1.00, giving $2.50 per person in the "campus hall;" would establish $50,000 "improvement treasury;" spending $50,000 for LaFortune renovation; de-emphasized "greater social gatherings in favor of "More Top's and Over the Hills" (here and at St. Mary's);

BOB KERSTEN
running mate: Uncandidiate the Cal year; Sophomore
previous elective positions: alternate 7th grade homeroom rep previous appointive positions: prime mover platform:
Appointment of "I'm a Bud Man" and a Committee for Redundancy Fund. Wants a Lieutenant of the Observer and WRCU to make sure that the Truth, the whole Truth, and nothing but the Truth would be kept from the students;

JEFF SCHLOSSER
running mate: none
year: Junior
previous elective positions: member, SMC; previous appointive positions: none
platform:
Proposes to "protect the student rights, for self-determination, and for liberation." Says he wants education at Notre Dame to "facilitate the year for a more open-minded, independent, self-determined human being." Also says he seeks to "create an exciting cultural atmosphere." Says he will "provide time, space, information and funds to the thousands of groups throughout the nation who are active in their own areas." Support: "Music sessions, poetry readings, crafts workshops - student initiated, student coordinated, or sponsored."

CHUCK LUKEN
running mate: Walt Spalk
year: Junior
previous elective positions: Pangborn Hall Senator previous appointive positions: none
platform:
Dores't believe that "parson with the best credentials is best suited for the job." Calls for "immediate" issues. Proposes the "development of student power" among being three lines (1) keeping students informed, (2) "expanding" the power base to include continuations with St. Mary's student government and faculty of both campuses, (3) using this power base to "mediate on issues of concern to students. Running on a coalition ticket with Jean Seymour and Sue Wells at St. Mary's.

JEFF SCHLOSSER
running mate: none
year: Junior
previous elective positions: member, SMC; previous appointive positions: none
platform:
Proposes to "protect the student rights, for self-determination, and for liberation." Says he wants education at Notre Dame to "facilitate the year for a more open-minded, independent, self-determined humanbeing." Also says he seeks to "create an exciting cultural atmosphere." Says he will "provide time, space, information and funds to the thousands of groups throughout the nation who are active in their own areas." Support: "Music sessions, poetry readings, crafts workshops - student initiated, student coordinated, or sponsored."

DENNIS THOMAS
running mate: Mike Rainiers
year: Junior
previous elective positions: none
previous appointive positions: none
platform:
Calls for "reform of hall life" to include establishment of academic halls. Proposes creation of off-campus student government to take a place on N.P. Proposes the establishment of a Community University with a volunteer speaker chairman. "Inexpensive," uses pressure on an administration to explain "hold-up of ND SAC merger." Wants University administration to be structured to provide fund raising activities and "everyday problems of students." Raise minority endowment to $6 million; hire Spanish-speaking recruiter. Wants Senate abolished and legislation by H.P. with off-campus representation.

EILEEN FITZPATRICK
running mate: Mary Orr
year: Junior
previous elective positions: SAC Student Assembly previous appointive positions: none
platform:
1) self-determination; "right to direct own lives," including serving SAC and AAC; 2) "ultimate power in their respective areas." 3) academic reform; "flexibility in curriculum," 4) academic calendar to include independent study over Christmas vacation, experimental college, broader exchange programs, continued core classes, "creation of total environment." 5) inclusion of "racial, ethnic, religious and economic minorities;" encouraged "the investigation into various outlooks such as Gay Liberation, Women's Liberation." 6) favors creation of SAC Ombudsman; establishment of biweekly newsletter and "greater use of present media." 7) health service improvements,hall autonomy and "expansion of coffeehouse." 8) view merger as "crucial issue." Promises to use "every avenue" to achieve this goal.

JEAN SEYMOUR
running mate: Sue Wetter
year: Junior
previous elective positions: none
previous appointive positions: SAC Academic Affairs Commit-tee member previous appointive positions: none
platform:
Proposes immediate commitment of student representation on both the negotiating and inter institutional teams concerning merger. "Institutional representation has overruled the student's interest and another severance of merger negotiations. Proposes that merger not be achieved." 1) development of intercollegiate relations; 2) introduction of paramedical fields; 3) strengthening of all departments; and 4) offering of special women's courses. Promises "take issue against serving another C.S.C. the position of College President. Proposes establishment of Hall Life Fund; off-campus groups."
world
top stories

briefs

(C) New York Times

News Service

Man W. Va.-Gov. Arch A. Moore of West Virginia said that the death toll from the flash flood in Logan County on Saturday could reach a "couple of hundred." Several hundred persons were still missing, and the state police said an accurate count of the dead might not be possible for several days.

Cape Kennedy, Fla.-The launching of Pioneer 10, an American space craft designed to explore Jupiter was delayed Sunday because of high winds and a momentary power failure at the launching pad. No new launching time was announced.

Washington-Ralph Nader announced the formation of a national organization of retired professionals that will attack such problems as housing, income, medical care, consumer fraud, nursing homes and pensions. The group's first priority will be the problems of the elderly.

Washington-Pension reform legislation designed to guarantee and broaden retirement benefits for workers will be passed this year, the Democratic and Republican Leaders of the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare pledged. One feature of their proposed bill is a guarantee of some pension rights even if a worker left a firm before retirement age.

"More joint activities"

Kezele: continued cooperation between ND-SMC

by Jim Dixon

Student body President hopeful for the campaign to be continued on the Quad North last night, holding section to section meetings with the students and fielding questions on his platform.

"We're going to take the ball in our own hands and get things rolling," were Kezele's words, in regard to his stand on financing of the A.C.C.

"Barren Lives"
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"Barren Lives"

Voting: 11 am - 6 pm

Voting will be in your own halls. Off-campus students will vote in Madeleva.
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by Jim Donaldson
Sports Editor

Irish hockey coach Lefty Smith hasn't had much to smile about during the better part of the season, but he was beaming this weekend after Notre Dame completed a 16-1 offensive barrage with some classy goal-tending to defeat Michigan twice and snap an eight-game losing streak.

"It's been a while since I've been this happy," Smith said Saturday after watching his club trounce the Wolverines for the first time in the last four meetings, a 10-4 victory in the second period.

"I thought he was great. He covers both corners real well. He goes down a little bit, but he makes the saves, and that's all that counts." - Kronholm, who made a total of 32 saves in the series, was particularly sharp Friday night, holding Michigan scoreless for two periods, before giving up a pair of goals in the final session.

And, while Kronholm was keeping the Wolverines in check, the Irish were rolling up a commanding lead.

John Noble started things for the Irish, scoring on a rebound of an Eddie Bumbacco shot just 3:09 after the opening faceoff.

Neither team was able to do much offensively until after that period in the week, when Noble scored on a three-on-two break. Defenseman Bill Nyrop carried the puck up ice and dropped a pass in the slot for Paul Robert, who whipped the puck past Wolverine goalie Karl Lagoulo for the lower left corner.

Freshman winger Ray DeLorenzi tipped an Irish shot in the first period, and scored on a two-on-one break, at 6:55. John Campbell added a power-play goal for the Irish, their seventh of the season. The Irish had been held scoreless on their opening weekend. Earlier, the Wolverines had scored the first four goals of the season for the Irish.

"I thought we could have beaten anyone this weekend," dashing any sort of thinking by Krohnolm and into the net.

The Irish had been holding Michigan scoreless for two periods, before giving up a pair of goals in the final session.

And, while Kronholm was keeping the Wolverines in check, the Irish were rolling up a commanding lead.

"I thought he was great. He covers both corners real well. He goes down a little bit, but he makes the saves, and that's all that counts." - Kronholm, who made a total of 32 saves in the series, was particularly sharp Friday night, holding Michigan scoreless for two periods, before giving up a pair of goals in the final session.

"We played extremely well against Michigan," Smith commented. "We put on good offensive pressure and played well defensively. I think we could have beaten anyone this weekend."

Smith had words of praise for many of his players, including winning performances, especially in the decisive third period of their game. "I thought we did a job," Smith said. "He played well at Wisconsin the past few weeks and was outstanding this weekend."

Creighton coasts by ND cagers

The Creighton Bluejays pulled away from Notre Dame late in the first half of Saturday night's game in Omaha, Nebraska's Civic Auditorium and coasted through the second half, handing the Irish their seventeenth setback of the season, 104-77.

Dominating the boards, and displaying a well-balanced scoring attack, the Jays made a short work of the Irish while recording their fifteenth win of the season and boosting their home court record to 11-1.

The Bluejays, who came into the contest with four players averaging in double figures, had five players score in double figures as well.

Gary Novak once again led the Irish in scoring, netting 23 points in a losing effort. He scored 10 points in the first half and 13 from the line.

"Goose", tied for game honors with Creighton's Bobick, scored 22 points. Nellie had 15 points, while John Egan added 13, and Willie Townsend scored 10.

The Jays outscored Notre Dame from the field, 91-77, and outrebounded the Irish 44 percent in the game.

The Irish were whistled for 12 fouls in the contest, with the Jays converting on 60 percent of their charity tosses, while Creighton committed only 22 personal fouls with the Irish hitting 60 percent of the free throws.

"Creighton completely dominated the boards outrebounding Notre Dame 64-40. Ted Wuebben and Gene Harman grabbed twenty-three points for the Jays, while Folsom and Bobick collected 10 each.

Gary Novak was the only Irish player in double rebounding figures, picking up 12.

The crowd in the Civic Auditorium was the largest "Jaybacker" turnout of the season, as 8,442 watched the Jays take their season mark to 18-9.

The loss dropped the Notre Dame record to 6-17.

IRISH ELATION! John Campbell erupts after scoring against Michigan. Notre Dame beat the Wolverines twice over the weekend at the ACC, winning 2-1 February 9 and 8-4 on Saturday.

Scoring on a two-on-one break, but the puck caromed back out in front and bounced off the leg of the overaching Frank Warmer, past Kronholm and into the net.

Noah again scored the first goal of the game, taking a nice pass in front of Williams and putting the puck into the upper right corner of the net, with the game only 40 seconds old. Bumbacco scored two minutes later, putting home his own rebound, and, when Regan hooked up on a play with goal on a rebound of a Noble shot at 7:12. It looked as if the Irish might run away with the game.

The Wolverines temporarily stopped that sort of thinking by beating Minuten, only to have the Irish, although there was plenty of scoring yet to come.

Campbell hit the red light at 4:22 and Williams deflected home a Noble shot at 17:41.

Stroud made it a 6-3 game with a goal at 18:30, but Noble beat a glided from the right side just 49 seconds into the third period to restore Notre Dame's four-goal advantage.

Bobrick and Gagnon answered Noble's tally with 17:20 left on their own goals, then added another one of 21 seconds later, but the Irish were unable to score on the power play, Bumbacco scoring at 7:15.

The Irish will wind up their regular season schedule with a home game this weekend against Michigan State.
Nelson returns from China

by Max Frankel

(c) 1972 New York Times

Shanghai, China, Monday Feb. 28—President Nixon and Premier Chou En-Lai completed China's first but unusually negotiations here today and parted with pledges to arrange a gradual American withdrawal from Taiwan and a gradual increase in their own diplomatic and commercial dealings.

The two men alternated between statements of agreements on separate statements of divergent position, a technique that is not uncommon in diplomacy but which was applied rather extensively by the two leaders.

The document said on behalf of the two that the talks in China are a "part of China." It committed the United States not to challenge that contestants lost its own "part of China," and both the Communist and Nationalist forces withdrew. It was Washington's desire for a peaceful settlement by "the Chinese themselves," and that "prospect in mind" asserted the two sides' need of a separate statement of the right of both United States and military forces in-stalling Communists in Taiwan.

Nelson promised that in the mean time without timetable, the 8,600 man American garrison on the island would be in the area. "Gradually reduced as the mission in the area diminished," was the agreement made by both sides.

Nelson said the agreement would be in line with the terms of the agreement that he had made with Chou on March 22.

Nelson said that he had been approached by the State Department to arrange a gradual American withdrawal from Taiwan and a gradual increase in their own diplomatic and commercial dealings.

He said that he had been approached by the State Department to arrange a gradual American withdrawal from Taiwan and a gradual increase in their own diplomatic and commercial dealings.